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Act WiH Be Law Two Hundred Drowned in Conferees Present Their Re- Twelve Deputy Sheriffs Are
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Sheriff Closson Hurries 'in Auto- Beveridge and Other Members On One Was Crowd Watching Seek to Defeat Provision to Re Has Established
Headquarters Suit Is To Wind Up Affairs
ot 1 erntonal Committee at
mobile to the Scene of the
Turbulent Waters of
Bond
Stock
and
Oklahoma
at
gulate
of New Mexico
City Chosen
White House.
Crime.
River.
Issues.
by the People.
Central
complying with modern hygiene's dictates of "sleeping outdoors"
and therefore in a profound slumber
clue to the large amount of oxygen he
was enjoying, John Derrero, a ranch-erwho lives at Chimayo, was brutally attacked about 10 o'clock last night
by two or more men who beat him on
the head with a hammer, probably
fracturing his skull. It was reported
this afternoon the physicians entertain hopes of the wounded man's recovery, but it will probably be a day
or two before his real chances will be
determined.
There is some doubt as to the correct way of spelling the wounded
man's name, but i is known that he
is about 35 years of age and has three
children.
A reporter called up a resident of
Espanola over the long distance telephone this morning to ascertain the
details of the attack just as Sheriff
Closson was leaving in his auto for
the scene of the crime. It is said that
footprints near the Derrero home will
give the sheriff some clue to work on
and that there is reason to believe
that two or more men are implicated
in the assault.
It appears that the alarm was given by Derrero's little daughter who
was also sleeping outdoors near him
and that neighbors hearing her cries
rushed to the house only to find the
little girl's father lying unconscious
While

e

in a pool of blood. His skull seemed
crushed and a hammer nearby told

the story.

Medical attention was summoned at
once and at first it was thought the injured man could not live many hours.
A more hopeful view was taken later
in the day by physicians.
Just what the motive of the crime
was remains to be ascertained though
it is said that some previous quarrel
is probably at tJhe basis of the attack
made on the rancher as he slept.
UNVEILING OF A STATUE
OF BARON VON HUMBOLDT.

Presented to the Government of Mexico By Emperor William as a
Token of Good Will.

14.
June
President! Cologne, Germany, June 11 It is
Washington,
Taft decided not to leave on Sunday estimated- that 200 persons lost their
for New Haven, where he intended to, lives in floods that
swept the valley of
witness the graduation of his son next the Riv,r Ahr, in the Eifel region,
week. The press of business and the Eighty-seve- n
bodies were recovered
will
probability that Congress
The report says that 55 lives
journ Saturday next prevents. TheWere lost at the village of Schult,
President yesterday sent tor Senator wnen a bridge crowded with persons
he desires watching the turbulent waters, was
Beveridge and told him-thastatehood at this session for Xew carried awav.
Throughout the Ahr
Mexico and Arizona.
This morning valley only one
was left stand-hbridge
had a further conference with Sen-- in
The fl00ds were caused by a
ator Dick of Ohio, and the members
heavy rajn continiled for severa, days.
of the territories committee of which Sunday
night there was a cloudburst
Senator Beveridge is chairman. Gov-tanthe walers choked the valley
ernor Sloan of Arizona was at the!drownlng ever livi
creature in its
vviHie noube. aummgu u.e
and causing immense monetary
paths,
already passed the statehood bill it damageTwo balTacUS) in which Ital-i- s
understood that the lower branch jan and Croatian laborers were hous- sianas ready to accept tne bill vxy ed, were swept away and the occu
pared by the Senate and that one will pants drowned.
Lightning did much
pass the Senate within next week. An
There is much distress
damage.
,
reach-agreement is said to have been
the peasants who lost all posed by which the Senate will take the among
sessions.
House postal savings bill in return for
the House taking the Senate statehood bill.
The conservation legisla- ONLY FIVE SURVIVE
WRECK OF SCHOONER.
tion, giving the President power to
"
withdraw water power sites, phos-phate and coal lands, etc., until spe-- ; Governor of Dutch Island Among
cial legislation for the distribution of;
Those Drowned Captain and
these lands can be passed, will be tak-- i
all Except One Passenger
en up immediately after the postal!
are Lost,
savings bill is out of the way and
Willemsted, Curacao, June 14. The
statehood will follow conservation.
j
g0vernment schooner Van Herdt was
Democratic Leader Knocks.
wrecked on the northeast coast of
'
Special to the New Mexican.
Curacao. The captain, crew and pas- it. several sengerSj with the exception of four
june
wasnington,
members are attempting to bring Wsail0TS
were
and one
passenger,
the statehood bill by displacing con-- ' drowned The lost includes the
Senator Bailey objected,
ernQr Qf Buena Averg & Dutch island
saying me measuie win gaui o
;of
the Venezuela coast, whence the
by such efforts and said he would ob- - vessel was bound for this port. The
ject to anything other than to con- schooner struck th5ck weather on SuI1.
.
.
,
,
ciuae uie coiiservauun act, auu wieu .
nf tv, j:...,.!
take up- statehood.
was brought her by five survivors.
Attorney Jeremiah Leahy of Raton
who is a candidate for a New Mexico
ALBUQUERQUE FUNDS PLACED
judgeship and Attorney Charles A.
IN THREE BANKS.
Spiess of Las Vegas are here.
Bailey Retrieves Himself.
June 14. The city
Albuquerque,
Washington, D. C, June 14. Sena- council
last
night passed ordinance
tor Bailey made an unsuccessful efknown as the city
No.
otherwise
462,
fort to get the statehood bill before
ordinance, which in effect
the Senate today. The Owen resolu- depository
funds in equal amounts
tion proposing to the sevral states a place- the city
of
Bank
in
the
Comnvjite, the First
constitutional amendment providing National
and
the State National
bank
the
senators
by
for the election of
as
so
soon
qualify with a
bank,
they
direct vote of the people, however, had
bond and comply with the mulproper
the right of way.
titudinous provisions of the measure.
Makes Serious
Texas Congressman
Charges.
LIGHTNING STRIKES
Washington, D. C, June 14 ChargGASOLINE; MAN BURNED.
ing that Representative Parker, of
Portales, N. M., June 14. While reNew Jersey, chairman, and members
some clothes from a galvanizmoving
of the committee on judiciary were,
ed iron tub, in which they had been
"Receiving gifts, franks, employment
soaking in gasoline, Wralter Farmer
and other consideration of great and was
seriously burned as a result of
railroads
the
from
pecuniary value,"
striking the gasoline and ig
lightning
to the extent of disqualifying them
it. Farmer was burned about
niting
conon
from passing
bills, prohibiting
the face and arms.
gressmen and judges from receiving
coror
other
railroads
from
such gifts
porations, Representative Ransdell of
Texas, today brought before the House BOY AERONAUT
committee on privileges a resolution
to remove the measure referred to
from the committee on judiciary and
UP
have it immediately reported back to
the House.
t
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His Slayer.

Greenup, Ky., June 14. The accus- murderer of William Culbertson, a
railroad employee, Mrs. Sarah Hlg-gins, aged 60, and Fred Ferguson,
were placed on trial here today for'
the second time. The woman, it is al- leged, lured Culbertson from work and
Ferguson killed him. In the first trial
the jury disagreed.
ed

Denver, Colo., June 14. Letter carriers representing the states and territories of Colorado, Utah. Wyoming,

Nevada, Arizona and New Mexico, met
in Brittania hall at the annual meeting of the Rocky Mountain District
Letter Carriers' Association. A number of resolutions were adopted endorsing legislation now before Congress, affecting the carrier service,
were made on
and recommendations
other subjects.
The carriers went on record as opposed to the transparent envelopes
now jn use, declaring that they should
be abolished as a nuisance, because of
unnecessary work entailed through
carelessness in their use. They also
recommended that certain publications now sent out in flat packages
should be sent out round, and vice
versa, for the good of the publishers, the public and the service.

Deming, N. M.. June 14. Yan Kee's
store on Silver avenue caught fire yes
terday afternoon, but the flames were
extinguished within a few minutes, so
that the damage was slight.
The regular quarterly meeting of
the Deming Chamber of Commerce
will take place tonight at Beker's hall.
The ladies of the Christian church
will serve lunch, and reports of committees will be heard and of officers,
and the regular business of the organization will be attended to.
Mr. Lawrence, who rented the Williams place seven miles southeast of
Deming, began pumping the old abandoned well on that place a month or
two ago, and it has gradually developed strength until it is now delivering
about eight hundred gallons of water
n
per minute. Mr. Lawrence has four-teis
and
acres in Irish potatoes
planting fifty acres ,in beans.
Charles W. VanHook, who has just
bought the Cole place south of Deming, went to El Paso this morning on
business.

BAG

BU WIPED

CHIMNEY

Became

and
Unmanageable
Floated Away in Direction
of Brooklyn.

;

from Las Cruces, where he spent Sat- NEW MEXICO HAS YOUNGEST
SAFE CRACKER IN SOUTHWEST.

sud-int- o

Landed in Tree Top.
New York, June 14. The helpless
dirigible'' gradually
rising, floated
across the East river, hovered for a
time over the business section in
Brooklyn and finally landed in a tree
in the Bushwick section. Owens was
rescued with ladders.

Official

PHYSICIAN PROVES THAT
EATING IS UNNECESSARY.

communications

sent through military channels.
Official communications for the Adjutant General will be addressed to
the Adjutant General, Territory of
Santa Fe, N. M.
Sullivan Visits Plains Road.
"Wednesday night Territorial Engineer Sullivan came in to take a
look at the plains road. Early yesterday morning the party started out,
New-Mexic-

being composed

of V. L. Sullivan

New York, June

A. Gayer entered on the

Dr.
twenty-eight-

Gustave
h

day of an absolute fast with a loss of
only thirty-thre- e
pounds. Physicians
who have kept close watch on him during his fast report that he is in excellent physical condition, with normal
respiration and pulse.
The doctor had intended to continue his fast for forty days, but in
obedience to advice of his doctors he
will end it on Thursday, the thirty-firs- t
day. He says that he could continue the fast for fifty days more
without detriment -

DEMOCRATS DECIDE TO SUBMIT PROHIBITION AMENDMENT.
Dallas, Texas, June 14. The Demo-

cratic state executive committee decided tdoay to grant the petition of
Slightly Better Demand for the For- over 50,000 members of the party to
submit at the coming state primary a
eign Product and New Western
proposition to decide whether the
Clip is Moving.
legislature shall submit to the voters
prohibition amendment
Boston, June 14. Ix)cal wool deal- a
ers are looking westward and negotia-- I to the constitution. Of four gubernations for the new clip are rapidly pro-- j torial candidates In the field, two are
gressing.
Oregon
staple is being for and two against prohibition.
landed in Boston at 57 to 58 cleaned,
with Idaho a trifle lower. Boston deal- SENATOR CUMMINS CHOSEN
ers however, are anticipating a furTEMPORARY CHAIRMAN.
Des Moines, June 14. Senator A. B.
ther decline, and assert that reports
from the west indicate that the new Cumminsj';'was today chosen temporclip is short of staple wools. There ary chairman of the Iowa state Repubis little movement in oTd wool and ter- lican convention to be held at Des
ritory staple has been sent away at Moines, August 3. The. insurgents
63 scoured.
There is a slightly bet- control the .committee with seven
ter demand for the foreign product. members to three stalwarts.
-

i

C.

the government man,
Jchn Lewis, who will have charge of
construction, Howard Kerr, who has
the mail contract, W. J. Barber, who
knows a lot about the sands, and
Hobson, who drove the car. The
party spent the day inspecting the
road and returned late Thursday
night. Mr. Sullivan certainly has the
best interests of Carlsbad at heart and
was largely instrumental in securing
the territorial appropriation of $2,000
for the road." Carlsbad Argus.

C. Sherwood,

'

14.

intended

for the War Department or the Governor will be sent through the Adjutant General of the Territory.
All official communications will be

June 14 Postofflce inspectors have been ordered from this
city to Palmerlee, N. M., to take
charge of probably the youngest safe
cracker in criminal history. The
prisoner who has confessed to the
robbery of the Parmalee postofflce is
Mexican. He broke
a twelve-year-olopen the safe like an experienced
"yeggman," took what money it contained, but left stamps and other
government papers for fear they
him. According
would incriminate
to the boy's story, he was carefully
trained for the robbery by a gang of WOOL MARKET STILLL
Mexicans.
APPEARS UNSETTLED.
d

New York, June 14. Another
naut loomed up today, this time in a
dirigible balloon. Fred Owens, a 20
year old resident of Belleville, New
Jersey, brought business to a virtual
standstill on lower Manhattan by
denly appearing in an airship flying
across the Hudson river and then at- tempting to land the craft in City Hall
Park. The dirigible became unmanageable in the air currents between
the city hall and the county court
house and the framework of the gas
bag bumped a chimney, putting the
The gas
propeller out of business.
bap shot upward and Owens and the
unmanageable dirigible floated away
in the direction of Brooklyn,

New-Mexic-

They passed resolutions endorsing
to their national body the Goulden bill
now before Congress providing for
the retirement of carriers on a
straight pension.
The carriers advocate the establishment of a bonding company by their
own association, in order that they
may bond themselves.
They went on
record as favoring the reduction of all
Sunday work to a minimum. In pass
ing ,a resolution favoring the establishment of a sanitarium on 160 acres
owned by the association at Colorado
Springs, it was brought out that late
statistics show, that despite the outdoor life of carriers, 15 per cent of
the deaths in their ranks are due to
tuberculosis, notwithstanding that on
entering the service the men are required to pass rigid physical examinations.
Officers elected for the ensuing year
are: Brooks Iriene, Colorado Springs,
president; Fred W. Anderson, Den
ver, vice president; Charles W. Gardner, Colorado Springs, secretary: L.
C. Ellsworth, Pueeblo, treasurer.
During the meeting the delegates
were addressed by M. T. Finnan of
Bloomington, 111., a member of the
national executive board, and former
national vice president.
A banquet at the Albany brought
the convention to a close. Rice Means
officiated as toastmaster and among
the guests of honor were former Congressman George W. Cook and John
F. Vician. Covers were laid for 200
and the entire postofflce force, both
clerks and carriers, were present.

Denver,

GAS

mortgage securing bonds on the AlbuKastern
railroad.
The
querque
amount, involved is .$1 ,2iiii,oou and the
uii is practically tiie same as that
iiroumit recently in the New Mexico
Central Railway case. The object of
the .suit U to wind up the affairs of
the New Mexico Central, of which the
Albuquerque Eastern railroad is a
subsidiary corporation.
Associated with Attorneys Mann
and Venabie is Attorney .Iwhn S.
Wendt.
The plaintiff is the Pittsburg Trust
Company of Pittsburg and the defendants are several. They are as follows:
The New Mexico Central Railway
Co., and the Southsirte Trust Co., of
Pittsburg; Charles C. .Murray, receiver of the New Mexico Central railway; the Dominion Construction Company; M. D. Flournoy, receiver of the
Dominion Construction Co.; the Ferguson Contracting Co.; P. Archibeque
A. J. Apodaca. Andres Vigil. Alberto
Vigil, W. H. Sutton, E. B. Shreves,
B. O. Laughlin, E.
K. Durkan,
E.
Evers, L. M. Way. B. H. Calkins. W.
V. Richardson,
Epimenio V. Garcia,
Prudencia Garcia, V. Lovato. B. V.
Emerick, W. H. II. Thomas, E. R. Reel,
P. Duddridge, A. Butterworth,
Felipe
Garcia, and John M. Bloom.
New Mounted Policeman.
Acting Governor Jaffa today appointed J. R. Galusha of Clovis, a special
mounted policeman. Mr. Galusha was
formerly special agent of the Santa Fe
railway and will serve without pay.
Affairs were quiet at the capitol today and not even Fish and Game Warden Gable was able to scare up a
fish story. The minutes of the meeting of the territorial board of education have been completed and will be
irinted tomorrow.
National Guard Orders.
Thomas Arthur Stancliff,
Jr.. of
Lake Arthur, and Stephen Wheeler
Hill of Clayton, honor graduates of
the New Mexico Military
Institute.
Class 1910, are appointed 2nd lieutenants in the National Guard of
to date form May 23, 1910.
Lieutenants Stancliff and Hill are
placed on the unassigned list.
Dr. C. F. Beeson of Roswell, is appointed assistant surgeon in the National Guard of New Mexico with the
rank of captain. Captain Beeson is
assigned to duty with Light Battery
A and will report in person to Capt.
M. S. Murray for duty.
The following rules will be observed
in official correspondence:

New Mexico, Arizona, Nevada, Utah,
Wyoming and Colorado Represented at the Gathering.

Ladies'
Damage Slight However
Serve Lunch Tonight at Quarterly Meeting of Chamber of
Commerce.

!

Attorneys .!:nin and Venabie today

filed in the otlice of the clerk of the
district court a suit to foreclose the

LETTER CARRIERS IN
CONVENTION AT DENVER.

JAPANESE STORE AT
DEMING ON FIRE YESTERDAY.

LOOMS

His Appearance Suspended
Business for'While in
Busy New York

11. Twelve
Gu'liric, Okla., .lime
deputy sheriffs were swum in and
placed about the state house to guard
against the removal of the state records to Okiahoma City, whife Governor Haskell has established headquarters. Despite these steps taken
by the taction opposed to removal, an
notinceinent came from the office of
the secretary of stale that all Mate
books ami records will be moved to
Oklahoma City upon completion of the
vaults for their reception. The people of the state recently voted to
move the capital from Guthrie to Ok
lahoma C i y.
Injunction Hearing Today.
Guthrie, Okla., June 14. The chairman of the Guthrie capitol campaign
a
committee explained that placing
guard at the state capitol is solely for
the purpose of detecting any person
in the act of violating the court order temporarily restraining the removal of the records
to Oklahoma
City. The hearing on the order was
set for this afternoon.

n

.

Mexico City, June 14. A feature of
the Mexican centennial celebration,
which is to continue throughout the
month of September and for which
great preparations are being made,
will be the unveiling of a statue of
Baron von Humboldt, by the German
colony of this city on September 13.
The unveiling will be made the occasion of a formal and impressive
ceremony, according to a decision
reached by tlhe members of the German colony recently held to discuss
the part that the colony would take
in the centennial festivities.
The statue in question was presented to the Mexican government by Emperor William as a token of friendship
and good will. It will be placed in
the garden of the National Museum,
which is a prominent and fitting location. The unveiling ceremony will be
followed by a splendid breakfast or
banquet by the German colony and a
fiesta at night at one of the theaters. "MOTHER" JONES DENOUNCES
PRESIDENT DIAZ.
High officials of the Mexican government and members of the diplomatic
corps will be invited to attend the She Addresses Rules Committee of
functions and the event is expected to
House on Alleged Illegal Taking
be one of the notable contributions to
of Refugees Back to Mexico.
the centennial celebration by members of a foreign colony.
Washington, June 14. "Mother'
Jones addressed' the rules committee
DEFENSE OF INTERNATIONAL
of the House on behalf of Mexican ref- HARVESTER COMPANY. ugees alleged of being persecuted in
the United States through the agency
It Says It Handles Twenty-OnLines of American officers and "Dago Mexi
can government spies." She related
and Sells'Mowers and Reapers
at Reasonable Prices.
that while she was in DougTas, Ariz.,
a meeting, of the "Unor- Jefferson City, Mo., June 14. The ganized slaves who work in smelters,"
a
attorneys of the International Har- she witnessed the kidnapping of
vester Company today filed with a Dago Mexican refugee named Sarabia
thrown
special commissioner brief3 in the ous- who was seized, strangled and across
an automobile and carried
ter suit of the attorney general for
t
laws. the line. She denounced Diaz.
alleged violation of the
They contend that in as much as the
lines and CULBERTSON MURDER CASE
company handles twenty-onON TRIAL AGAIN.
does the greater part of its business
only in two, mowers and binders, and
then at reasonable prices, it does not Aged Woman Accused of Luring Vict
laws.
violate the
tim From Work into Hands of
ACTRESS DIES AT SILVER
CITY OF TUBERCULOSIS.
Baltimore, June 14. News has been
received here of the' death in Silver
City, of Mrs. Molly Brady Stack, better known on the stage as Miss Molly
Brady. Her death wa- - due to tuberculosis of the throat, her sister, Miss
Anita Brady also an actress, having
died from a simijtfr affection.

Washington, D. C, June 11. The
conferees of the Senate and House
reached a complete agreement on the
railroad bill at 1:30 o'clock this afternoon, and Elkins immediately presented the report to the Senate. He announced he would call it up for action tomorrow. It is said that the
House provision as to long and short
haul and the Senate provision giving
the interstate commerce commission
ten months in which to pass on rate
were accepted by conferees.
At the
conclusion of the conference with the
President by Aldrieh and Elkins at a
previous meeting of the conference
conferees it was announced that the
President wanted the commerce commission to investigate and recommend
a method of supervising future stock
and bond issues. This desire was met
in the agreement of the conferees, it
is said. A committee of railroad attorneys, as late as this morning continued its efforts to have the conferees decide against such provision in
the bill. The President is undisturbed
by the situation, however, and insisted that such authority be given the
commission.
Corporation Tax Extension.
Washington, D. C, June 14. Senator Cullom today introduced in the
Senate a joint resolution postponing
until January 1, the next payment of
the corporation tax. It was referred
to the committee on finance. The'leg-islatiois desired because the delay
of the supreme court of the United
Slates in determining the constitutionality of the corporation tax, and the
provisions of the tariff law.
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Bobolink
GIVE CASH REGISTER TICKETS
ALL CASH PURCHASES

WITH

Winter Grocery Co.
Southeast Corner Plaza, Santa Fe.

Telephone

No. 40

rat

M

JUIUingiytWfllIBIW

CALL AND SEE FOE YOURSEL

THE FINEST AND FULL LINE OF
'8

Diamonds, Watches, Clocks
Deco-

Jewelry, Silverware,

rated

Novelties,
Leather and Leather Ebony
China,

Goods.

C

3. Cfl:t7
apiXZ

MANUFACTURER
JEWELER

TAXIDERMIST TANNER & FURRIER
EVERY DESCRIPTION

Of

WORK IN OUR LINE DONE TO ORDER

GAME HEADS MOUNTED
Artistic Taxidermy and Ladies' Fur Repairing a Specialty
Send for prices for tanning unci lining
furs and hides for rugs and robes

F. GORMLEY
FRANK
GENERAL MERCHANDISE
IQ
13

AOC CANON
HO
ROAD

SANTA FE, N, I,

The antiseptic powder to be shaken
into the shoe. If you have tired, ach-in- z

feet, try
ri

sis

s!mm's

Allen's

Ms

It

Foot-Eas-

the feet and makes new or tight
easy.

Cures

aching,

swollen,

Relieves corns
hot, sweating feet.
ami bunions of all pain and gives rest
and comfort. Always use it to Break
in New Shoes.
Try it today. Sold
everywhere, 23 cts. Don't accept any
substitute.
For FREE trial package,
address Allen S. Olmsted, LeRoy, N.
Y.

PITV TODIPC
Stake your horse the sun's red glory
Ulll lUIIUij.
Fades before the eomin' night
Kow's the time for song an' story
Uy the cam) fire's wayerin' light.
Now the sleepin' herd's alyin'
Denver, Colo., June 14. The
Dream of freedom wild an' glad
forecast is partly cloudy today
While the lonesome wind's asighing'
and Wednesday with warmer
Solemn-lik- e
an' sorta sad.
weather.
X
An' you keich the low hushed singin' So X X St X X X X
X
i.
Of the night wai oh ridin' slow
Excursion From Las Vegas The
'Til the listenin' night seems ringin' .Meadow
City expects to send two hanWith the songs of long ago.
dled visitors to Santa Fe on Sunday.
License A marriage liMarriage
First you know your thoughts are
cense has been issued here to Beulah
throngin"
Harrison, aged 19 years, and Thomas
Down the backward leadin' trail
Dyce. aged 24 years, both of Hyer.
'Til a kinda. homesiclv longin'
Tablet Dance at Santa Clara At
Makes the heart's warm courage fail
Santa Clara yesterday, 25 miles north
Mom'rios with the shadows fallin"
of Santa Fe, the Pueblos gave Uieir
Seem to show youth's risin' sun
tablet dance to celebrate the feast of
When Life's open plain's acallin'
Saint Anthony.
An' the roundup's jest begun.
Wind Played Havoc With Fruit
Edith Letto Dunn.
The high wind last evening played
havoc with the fruit. Cherries espe-- I
Insane Soldiers Pass Lamy A
suffered
materially and the
of soldiers who went insane in cially
under cherry trees in local orground
the Philippines, passed Lamy on Sat chards was
thickly covered with parturday night on their way to the fed- ly ripe cherries this
morning.
eral insane asylum at Washington.
Ties a Hundred Miles The
Floating
Death of Fire Insurance
Agent
Santa Barbara Pole and Tie Company
George Edwin Brewer, an old fire in- is floating its ties all the way from
surance man, died at Albuquerque yes- the Santa
Barbara, Grant county,
terday afternoon. He was born at clown to the Rio Grande and down that
1
S4fi,
Southboro,
Massachusetts, in
river through AYhite Rock canon to
find came to Albuquerque 'fourteen Thornton.
years ago.
Death By Suicide Word was reSeventeen Chinamen Nabbed at San ceived here today that Juan Aranda
Socrro committed suicide
Marcial At San Marcial,
by
cutting his
county, seventeen Chinamen were cap- throat with a razor at Golden on Suntured in a freight car yesterday by U. day. The verdict of the coroner's
S. immigration officers. They were bejury was received by Probate Clerk
ing smuggled into the United States Armijo today.
from Mexico.
Warranty Deed A warranty deed
Las Vegas Man Kicked to Death by was recorded in the office of Probate
Mule Donaciano Silva of Las Vegas, Clerk Armijo
today from the Capital
was killed in the coal camp of Stark-ville- , Land arid Townsite Company to ArLas Animas county, Colo. He thur Leach of Sayre, Okla., for lot 4
was kicked by a mule which factured in block 4 and lot 5 in block 4, Bishhis skull, death ensuing immediately. op's Heights, the consideration being
Silva was aged 2 years. The parents $21.
live at Anton Chico.
To Ride With Roosevelt Major
Child Awarded to Mother In pro- "Fritz" Muller now is on his way to
bate court, at Las Vegas, Probate Xew York where he, with other Rough
Judge Manuel Martinez awarded the Riders, will ride with Roosevelt in
custody of Sofia Valencia, a minor, to the great parade to be held June 18.
Mr. Muller will spend a fortnight in
her mother, Mrs. Clemencia C. de
who has just remarried, as the east. Major W. H. H. Llewellyn
against the grand mother, Mrs. Xievis recently passed through Lamy on his
Angoldo Valencia who had taken care way to the metropolis. The major will
of course be a prominent figure in
of the child for some time.
the parade.
Jolly Party at Harrison's At Pecos
Foley's Kidney Remedy may he
given to children with admirable re- on last Friday evening, the Misses
sults. It does away with bed wetting, Harrison entertained a number of
and is also recommended for use after their friends at their hospitable home.
measles and scarlet fever. Sold by Delicious refreshments were served
and the young people danced until the
Stripling Burrows Co.
Those
early hours of the morning.
TEXAS WATERMELON CROP
present were: Mr. and Mrs. H. W.
LARGEST IN HISTORY. Kelly, Mr. and Mrs. W. M. Padgett,
Mr. and Mrs. Clarence Iden, all of
Dallas, Texas June 14. It is esti Las Vegas; Mr. and Mrs. Walter
mated that the southwest Texas wa Taber of Glorieta; Mr. and Mrs.
termelon crop will reach the tremen- Charles Earickson, Miss Helen Kelly,
individuals. of Las Vegas; Miss Gladys Fairfax of
dous total of 2,500,000
f
million of melons have Colorado Springs; William Hill of
Over
already been shipped from irrigated Kansas City; James Kirman of Kanfarms, and it is expected that a mil- sas City; J. G. Coleman of Albuquerlion grown on dry lands will enter que; William Birge of Chicago; S. P.
the market during t'he present month. Gray of Capitan; John Harrison,
By the middle of July the entire crop Walter Taber, Frank Delaney of La
will have been disposed of. South- Junta, Colo.
west Texas watermelons, although not
Santa Fe was visBig Wind Storm
heard of a few years ago, have rap- ited by a big wind storm last night
idly captured the favor of the public. and today the streets show traces of
They are said to equal the best Geor- its effects, scores of branches from
gia melons and are bringing fancy trees littering the pavements. One of
prices. Xew York, Chicago, St. Louis the biggest branches was torn down
and Kansas City offer the best marright in front of No. 2 Lincoln avenue
kets for them.
The
and obstructed the sidewalk.
velocity of the wind, at its maxim,
State of Ohio, City of Toledo, Lucas was 45 miles, but it seemed double
county, ss:
that to those who heard their windows
Prank J. Cheney makes oath that he shake and saw the clouds of dust
is senior partner of the firm of F. J. which, like waves of the ocean, grew
Cheney & Co., doing business in the larger and larger, and burst against
City of Toledo, County and State the sides of the houses. The weath
aforesaid, and that said firm will pay er yesterday was threatening and
the sum of ONE HUNDRED DOL- there was rain over the foothills. The
LARS for each and every case of Ca- maximum temperature was 76 and the
tarrh that cannot be cured by the use minimum 61 degrees with a relative
of Hall's Catarrh Cure.
humidity of 32 per cent. A year ago
FRANK J. CHENEY,
today the maximum was 77 and the
Sworn to before me and subscribed minimum 58 with 90 per cent of
in my presence, this 6th day of De-

Summer Shoes
For Young Men
Perfect fit that means comfort
and coolness custom style that
gives a smart, dressy effect.
You are sure of getting
both these features in your
summer footwear if you
come to us for a pair of

W

$350

r$4oo

insure you an exact fit, whatever your
Regal quarter-size- s
and
the
new Regal models are accurate reproductions of the latest
may be
custom styles. Just let us show you the new Regal Oxfords they'll do the 'est.
foot-leng-

th
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nn&i yuUJTY TOOLS
SEE
OUR
STOCK

Jar-amill- o,

Highest prices paid for raw furs of all kinds
PHONE
BLAOK

FOOTEASE

I

Also VARIETY FRESH YEAST

1

J

!

Pansy

f

USE ALLEN

THE ROUNDUP.
he sun's aerawlm"
jUit ,our hoise
l'p tin' misty hills of day
An' ilic open plain's acalin'
For ihc roundups on the way.
Thousand head of restless cattle
Lopin' forward to the soal
Thousand sirainin' with the battle
"Hound the trampled water ho'e
An' ihe pushin'. tishtin', shovin'
Ke ps the pulses on the run
When the whole big herd's amovin'
An' t tie roundup's jest begun.

imneria!
Jersey Cream

WE

nfiiiv oniiwn nn

MIL L'niLi iiUUiVU (Jr.
regress imbrest esrnsrjgirwrjm

TUESDAY, JUNE 14, 1910.

MULLIGAN & RKIifG
SUCCESSORS TO J. D. MULLIGAN

UNDERTAKING & EMBALMING

It does not pay to buy poor tools. They not only "go wrong," but aggre-vat- e
the man who uses them.
You will lose your temper if you use poor tools; hut you won't lose
your temper if you use our tools, because they are properly tempered.
We have the "edge" on the hardware business in this town, because we
sell the best and do not overcharge those who give us their confidence.

M

it's Hardware

BROWME C0.0 We have it.

one-hal-

FUNERAL DIRECTORS
1,aFhunbht 130

IOC

RED

PICTURE FRAMING TASTEFULLY

AND

SATISFACTORILY

PALACE
AVE
DONE.

Onion Sets, Alfalfa Seed.
All kinds of Garden and Field Seeds.
SOLE AGENTS FOR

International Stock Food
Wholesale and Retail Dealers in
Flour,

Hay,

I

Ell

MM

Grain, Potatoes,

Salt anil

Mi

THE ONLY EXCLUSIVE GRAIN HOUSE IN SANTA FE.

,

cember,
(Seal.)

JUST RECEIVED NEW SHIPMENT OP

NAVAJO BLANKETS AT

THE SANTA FE TRAIL CURIO CO

ill

No Need to Cut.

$

S . E. Corner of

Plaza.

A. D. 1886.
A. W. G LEA SOX,

Notary Public.
Hall's Catarrh Cure is taken Internally, and acts directly on the
blood and mucous surfaces of the system. Send for testimonials free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
Sold by all Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

WHOLESALE

j

AND RETAIL

W Qi

RATON
YANKEE

Screened

Lump

CERRILLOS

Anthracite Coal all Sizes, Smithing Coal.
Sawed Wood and Kindling.

KEZn.vK!
Telephone

Steam Coal.

CAPITAL COAL YARD.

85

Telephone 85

ABSTRACT REAL ESTATE INSURAiNCE
As a

Protection for yourself demand anAhstravt Do you know whether
you haveltan absolute titleLto the property which you now oy.n?

ftbsracts of Title,
THE
Furnished by

Santa Pe, N,

Catron Block

PIAMOHPO

(Continued on Page Eight.)

SiM ABSTRACTS

f

Qm

&

Ttl Black

M

YOPJTZ

76

WATCHES

MANUFACTURER OP

Right Prices
Right Goods
Right ServlM

FRESH EGGS
CREAM

&

Telephone

Mo

MILK
14b Red

MRS. OTTO RETSCH.

i

Mr?XirAM CI I

,C.LK7

racer

'

Eves Tested and
"p-io-

-

0ate Methods

Out Class, China and Silverware

345 San Francisco 8t.

mm

WTTuum

icf

SANTA FE,

H

n.

(W.

the compounding of the prescriptions our reputation and integrity are at stake
a iaii
Liiuiuuyiiiy uupiecu uii our iiiuiub lucil eieiuai viyiiauu3 is uui
watchword! hanca vnur framiant anrl IrKktp.nt cnarJfiratinn of havinn vour nres- at ZOQK'S PHARMACY, is sure to be followed by satisfactory
compounded
Icription
TT
L-Ut-

Ui
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THE SANTA FE NEtf MEXICAN, SANTA FE, N. M.
PENSION CLAIMS IN NEW
MEXICO SINCE APRIL

THROW OUT THE LINE.
Give

Them Help and
People Will Be

1.

original pension at rate of $12 per
month from January 3. 1910; also ac-

PAGE THREE.

f

MOST REMARKABLE

RECEPTION EVER PLANNED.

crued.
Santa Fe Veterans and
Their Families Whom
William B. 1'iinih, Weed, granted Private Citizen Roosevelt Will
Happier.
increase in pension at rate of $13 per
Tendered Greater Ovation Than
Delegate W. H. Andrews Has
month from May 7. 19M.
He Ever Had as President.
Helped to Secure Their Dues.

Many

Be

New Mexico Military Institute
ROSWELL, NEW MEXICO.
Wert Point of th Southwtrt.'
Army Officer Detailed by War Department
Army Inspectors RANK SCHOOL IN CLASS

Th

Thomas R. Dickon. Mcintosh, grantM.
"Throw Out the Life Line"
William
McDonald, Roswi-ll- ,
The kidneys need help.
t'olonei Roosevelt, arrives in
granted original pension at rate of ed original pension at rate of $13 per
New
:': harbor at 9 a. m. Saturday,
"A."
They're overworked can't get the $l,"j per month from February 2S, 1910. month from March 13, 1907.
Alvin Girdley, Fort Bayard, granted
Westy Peterson. Chloride, granted Jill,.'
lie will receive the most
poison filtered out of the hlood.
-a
Throuph Academic course., preparing young
if 1They're getting worse every minute. original pension at rate of $12 per increase in pension ai rate of $2il per reii-- .: ''. welcome ever accorded a
men for college or for business ilfe. Great
ii'
th from April 5.
inonili from March :i 19K.
Will you help them?
privr citizen in he United States.
amount of open air work Healthiest location
Frederick
ft
Tecolote.
Hempy.
Doan's Kidney Pills have brought
Albuquerque, The
Domingues,
Cayetano
not cent, iit with pouring its IS
of any Ml lltary School In the Union. Located
of
at
of
$12
granted
at
in
rate
rate
original
pension
him,
from the verse of despair.
pension
granted increase
umiius alon
Broadway and
oa the beautiful Pecos Val!ey
the garden
per nionih from January 3. !910.
Fifth
Will cure any form of kidney troub- $25 per month from April 2S, 191d.
mie, will bcsiin the welcome
of 3.700
an
of
e'eva'.loi.
West
the
Jacob
at
renewClovis.
.Miller,
spot
Silver
P.
John
down
City,
granted
grained
Lancy,
bay, where- hundreds of
le.
al
of
everv
01'
feet
sea
nicnth
at
above
$1
s'mshlne
rate
at
rate of $24 per
level,
pension
increase of pension
day. but
per
steatii. s. yachts and craft of every
Thomas M. Baca. Cerrillos street, month from April 2:!, l'.tlO.
from November s, 19119.
Ittie rain or snow during session.
deSlT! ion will roar a
Santa Fe, N. M., says: "My faith in
Lew E. I'land, Fort Bayard, granted
Paul E. Burham, Fort Bayard, grantElfiveu Officers and Instructors, all graduwhile hands play and the mul- Doan s Kidney Pills is just as strong! ed original pension at rate of $17 per original pension at rat" of $6 per sahiv,
ates from sturdard eastern colleges. Ten
tit lid.- Imuts itself hoarse.
month from November ;, 1909 and $10
today as when I publicly recommended month from February ;;, KHO.
mil every corner of the I'nited
buildings, thoroughly furnished, heated, light
them in 1902. I was caused much sufBenjamin B. (Jodsy. Fort Bayard,' per month from February 2, 1910.
States ;ind even from Canada and
ed and modern In all respects.
Mrs. Guadalupe R. de Rendon Las
fering by backache for three or four granted increase of pension at rate of
Mexico will come thousands of visiREGENTS E. A. Cahoon, President; W
at tors in add
Vegas, granted original pension
years and though I never laid off from $21 per month from April 27, 1'JlO.
to the tumult
voices
their
G,
Hamliroj. Vice President; J. Phelps White,
Nicholas Carey, Fort Bayard, grant- rate of $s per month from January 13. when he
work, my back was so painful at times
on
Kaiserin
Treasurer; W. M. Atkinson Secretary, and W
that it was all I could do to attend to ed increase of pension at rate of $:!0 1905; and $12 per month from April which the former Augusta Victoria,
president and his
A Flolay
19, 1908: also accrued.
what I was doing. Doan's Kidney per month from April 22. 1910.
party are passengers, casts her anchor
Christian
Maximiano
Burrows
For particulars anl Illustrated catalogue
East
Las
Wiegand,
Pills, procured at Stripling,
Maedina, Penasco, grantVegas, ai
Foremost among the
Quarantine.
& Co.'s drug store, entirely relieved ed original pension at rate of $12 per granted original pension at rate of $12
address.
boats 10 meet Colonel Roosevelt will
me and I had no return of the trouble month from April 11, 1910; also $2 per per month from March 22. 1910.
COL. JAS. W. WILLSON,
be the revenue
cutter Manhattan
inSilas Rogers, Lakewood, granted
for six months. At the end of that month additional from same date for
Superintendent.
aboard.
with
relatives
Roosevelt's
time my work brought on another at- each of five minor heirs; also pay- crease in pension at rate of $15 per Close at her stern will be the cutter
from
month
ment
March 28, I'.tlo.
of accrued pension as guardian
tack of backache. I at once took
Ginio Guerra. alias Eano Guerra, M"huwU. carrying the two represenDoan's Kidney Pills and they gave me of minor child of Victor Mediana.
Mrs. Lucy A. E. Parmer, Alamogor-do- , Tinnie, granted original pension at tatives apiointed by President Taft to
the desired relief. A medicine that
of
meet the famous hunter, scores
granted original pension at rate of rate of $12 per month from March S,
lives up to the claims made for U
govand
congressmen
representatives,
1910.
month
$12
7,
from
1909;
per
August
like Doan's Kidney Pills, deserves the
Paul L. Krouse, Otto, granted re- ernors of states, members of embasalso accrued.
strongest endorsement."
issue
C.
of pension at rate of $24 per sies, who will go down the bay unofJohn
Fort
Reed,
Bayard, granted
For sale by all dealers. Price 50
ficially, and prominent citizens from
Buffalo, increase in pension at rate of $30 per month from April 11, 1910, special act.
Co.,
cents.
every state in the I'nion.
inPatrick
1910.
month
from
8,
Quinn.
Hayden granted
May
New York, sole agents for the United
Colonel Roosevelt
will leave, the
in
crease
Mrs. Martha J. Moody, Weed, grantpension at rate of $15 per
States.
Kaiserin and board the revenue cuted restoration of pension at rate of month from April 22, 1910.
Remember the name Doan's and $12 per month from February 4. 1909.
which will have
Thurlow A. Wright, Hachita, grant- ter Androscoggin
take no other.
Henry R. Whiting, Albuquerque, ed reissue of pension at rate of $12 Mayor Gaynor's reception committee
TO
on board, and followed by a great flogranted reissue of pension by special per month from March 28, 1910.
the
will
Mrs. Timotea S. de Baca, Casaus, tilla, the cutter
proceed up
act, at rate of $24 per month from
FRATERNAL SOCIETIES.
May 13, 1910.
granted original pension at rate of $12 bay and past the battery to 30th
Lewis F. Sasseen- - Cowan, granted per month from January lo, H'lO; also street, where it will turn, and half an
hour later, land at Pier A. Here, on
reissue of pension by special act at accrued.
MASONIC.
ave Moricv and Inconvenience ty Furcnasmg Wells Fsrgo
Mrs. Guadalupe
rate of $24 per month from May 13,
Ortiz.
Chapelle, broad lawn of Battery Park, where upwitness
can
250,0110
of
of
wards
1910.
restoration
and
persons
increase
granted
DOMESTIC MONEY ORDERS. TRAVELERS'
Montezuma Lodge No
Mrs. Estefona Martinez de Chavez-- ' pension at rate of $15 per month the ceremonies, Mayor Gaynor will re&
M.
A.
MONEY ORDERS, FOREIGN MONEY ORDER
Reg Ribera, granted original pension
1, A. F.
ceive the distinguished citizen, and he
at from December 22. 1908.
communications rate of $12 per month from April 1.1,
ular
Andrew
Kordick.
Fort Bayard, will respond to the address of welPayable Throughout the United States. Canada. Mexico
first Monday of eacl 1910- also accrued to date of hus- granted increase in pension at rate of come.
month a- Masonic
and all Foreign Countries.
The park will be gaily decorated
$30 per month from April 7, 1910.
band's death.
7.30 i. W.
William W. Lacy, Roswell, granted and will contain a court of honor,
John W. Dawson, Fort Bayard
REMITTANCES SENT BY TELEGRAPH
H. H. DORMAN,
granted increase in pension at rate of restoration and reissue at rate of $12 through which Roosevelt will pass to

'if!'"H
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I x press

Foster-Milbur- n

yoRipam

Genera! Express Pftrnaroeff

All P arts

of

th

World

-

ha-a- t

Acting Master.
ALAN R. McCORD, Secretary.

per month from March

$30 per month from May 12, 1910.

Santa Fe Chapter No. L
Regular convocation second Monday of
each month at Masonic per month from May 10, 1910.
Hall at 7:30 p. m.
Jim Crawford, Fort Bayard, granted
S. G. CARTWRIGHT, H. P. increase in pension at rate of $17 per
month from May 8. 1910.
ARTHUR SELIGMAN, Secretary.
John H. Schmidt, Fort Bayard,
Santa Fe Commandery No. granted increase of pension at rate of
1, K. T. Regular conclave $30 per montin from April 30, 1910.
Alfred J. Bolger, Fort Bayard, grantfourth Monday in each
month at Masonic Hall at ed increase of pension at rate of $24
7:30 p. m.
per month from April 30, 1910.
David J. Dickson,
Alamogordo
J. A. MASSIE. E. C.
W. E. GRIFFIN, Recorder.
granted increase of pension at rate of
R. A. M.

$15 per month

Santa Fe Lodge of Perfection No. 1
14th degree.
Ancient and Accepted
Scottish Rite of Free Masonry meets
on the third Monday of each month
at 7:30 o'clock in the evening in
Masonic Hall, south side of Plaza.
Visiting Scottish Rite' Masons are cordially invited to attend.
JOHN W. MAYES, 32.
Venerable Master.
HENRY F. STEPHENS, 32.
Secretary.
B. P. O. E.

Santa Fe Lodge No. 460, B. P. O. E.
holds its regular session on the sec- and tourth Wednesday of eacn
month. Visiting brothers are invited
A. J. FISCHER,
and welcome.
J. D. SENA,
Exalted Ruler.
Secretary.

from May 14, 1910.

John H. Berhens, Fort Bayard,
granted increase in pension at rate of

$24 per month from April 30, 1910.
Ernest F. Witte, Mogollon, granted
increase in pension at rate of $30 per
month from April 30, 1910.
Howard S. Ward, Fort Bayard,
granted increase in pension at rate of
$14 per month from April 22, 1910.
Rhoderio D. Parker, Kent, granted
original pension at rate of $6 per
month from April 30, 1908.
William J. Boyne, Fort Bayard,
granted
original pension at rate of $li
'
per month from February 26, 1910.
John W. Rush, Orange granted
crease in pension at rate of $15 per
month from May 13, 1910.
John B. Wilson, Aragon, granted re- '
newal at the rates of $15 per month
in-on- d

i

frm

January

6, 1910.

John Long, Fort Bayard, granted in- in pension at rate of $24 per
crease
Knights of Pythias.
Santa Fe Lodge No. 2, Knights of month from APr'l 29
George A. Combs, Fort Bayard,
Regular meeting 1st and 3d
increase in pension at rate of
8
at
I.
in
granted
o'clock
in
month
Tuesdays
O. O. F. hall. San Francisco St. Visit- - ?17 l)er month from April 21, 1910.
Charles F. Johnston, Fort Bayard,
ing Knight's invited to attend.
increase in pension at rate of
granted
C.
C.
AUGUST REINGARDT,
$24 per month from April 26, 1910.
JOHN K. STAUFFER. K. R. S.
Paris Watts, Albuquerque, granted
original pension at rate of $8 per
"month from September 9, 1909.
1
Ebenezer
Centerville.
Flummer,
granted reissue of pension at rate of
$15 per month from May 2, 1910.
Casimer
Fort Bayard,
Zaleske,
granted original pension at rate of $24
month from APril 2 1910Basket leaves Monday Tuesday erHecoor
S.
Fort Bayard,
Returns Thursday and Friday. granted originalBaker,
pension at rate of 30
AGENCY at O. K. Barber Shop per month from April 4, 1910.
Aaron B. Coats, Fort Bayard, grant
Mrs.PO. BROWN Ajrent
ed increase in pension at rate of $17
Phone No. 23 Red
per month from April 22, 1910.
Alexander MacDonald, Fort Bayard,
granted original pension at rate of
$17 per month from February 11, 1910.
Matthew E. Welch, Fort Bayard,
pension at rate of $17
granted
SHOP per monthoriginal
from March 24, 1910.
Charley Hinkle, Fort Bayard granFor 19 year the only
ted increase in pension at rate of $12
first class tonsorial parlor per month from April 21, 1910.
Jose Esquipula Pacheco, Santa Fe,
in Santa Fe.
granted reissue of pension at rate of
'
OUR NEW FITCH
$15 per month from April 29, 1910.
TREATMENT
John H. Thoroughman,
Espanola,
reissue of pension at rate, of
granted
to
ii guaranteed
cure, (not only.(V $12 per month from April 29, 1910.
Ii arra
m
Unin
TiinflpnfF tnMi-nrMrs. Harriet McMillan,
Mesilla
.
:
..I
o ther scalp irritations. We also
Parkj granted original pension at rate
arry auuiupiBuc iuw u an tae 0f $12 per month from February 28
popular hair and facial tonics. 1910; also accrued.
Charles M. Curtright, Fort Bayard,
HERPICIDE, DE LUXE QUININE & FITCH
original pension at rate of $30
granted
BATHS BATHS BATHS
per month from January 17, 1910.
Mrs. Ethel L. Coe, Raton, granted
1910-Pythia-

'

PEHIAL LAUNDRY

For Best Laundry Work

-

KERR'S

PLAZA BARBER

j

j

Agents HUBBS LAUNDRY

hone us, wewillbegladtocallforyour
laundry on Mondays and Tuesdays
and deliver on Thursdays and Fridays
All work is guaranteed; your
socks are mended and buttons
sewed on you shirts, without
extra charge.
PHONE RED 122. PHONE RED 122.

The parade will begin
his carriage.
In addition to the poimmediately.
lice, mounted band, Roosevelt Rough
Riders, and the committee, there will
be in line the Spanish War Veterans
to the number of about 3,000. All other
month from November 6. 1901'.
organizations will be placed along the
line of march on Fifth avenue from
In sickness, if a certain nerve goes Sth street to 59th street. Many of
wrong, then the organ that this nerve these organization will have their
controls will also surely fail. It may own band and several it is underbe a Stomach nerve, or it may have stood, will throw arches across the
given strength and support to the thoroughfare.
Heart or Kidneys. It was Dr. Shoop
Among the distinguished guests will
that first pointed out to the vital be present Governor Quinby of New
truth. Dr. Shoop's Restorative was Hampshire, Governor Fort of New
not made to dose the Stomach nor to Jersey, U. S. Senator F. P. Flint of
temporarily stimulate the Heart or California, Dr. Charles IT. Neill, commethod missioner of labor; Lawrence O. MurKidneys. That
is all wrong. Dr. Shoop's Restorative ray comptroller of the currency; Sengoes directly to these failing inside ator H. C. Lodge of Massachusetts;
nerves.
The remarkable success of Congressman
Hamilton Fish, Henry
this prescription demonstrates the M. Goldfogle, William Sulzer, Herbert
wisdom of treating the actual cause Parsons, W. W. Cocks and C. V.
of these failing organs. And it is in- Fornes of New York; Congressman
deed easy to prove. A simple five or John W. Langley of Kentucky; Edten days test will surely tell. Try it ward R. O'Malley, attorney general of
once, and see! Sold by Stripling Bur- New York; Arion H. Cheney, superin
rows Co.
tendent of banks; Gifford Pinchot, for
mer chief forester; Dr. L. S. Rowe, or
'GATOR EXCITES CURIOSITY
the American Academy of Political
OF CURIO MAN. Science; General Luke E. Wright, ex- secretarv of the navy; Fire Coiiimis- Will it Be a Twelve Foot or Twelve sioner Galdo and Booker T.
Inch Monster That Will Visit J.
S. Candelario?
Among those who will probably go
down the bav on the Manhattan are
J. S. Candelario, the curio man, is Rear Admiral and Mrs. W. S. Cowles
curious. He admitted as much today and W. S. Cowles, Jr., of Farming-toConn.; Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Roband his face showed his curiosity as
Robhe sit in his curious curio shop and inson, Mr. and Mrs. T. Douglas
Robinson,
Monroe
inson
and
Douglas
murmured: "What do you know about
of Orange, N. J.; Mr. and Mrs. F. D.
that?" "What?" asked a reporter.
Roosevelt and G. Hall Roosevelt, ot
old
"Why, this letter from my
New York; Mr. and Mrs. J. H. Alsop,
now
who
S.
V.
Rev.
Daly,
friend, the
He once taught a of Woodford, Avon, Conn.; Theodore
is in Louisiana.
Alexclass in which was my daughter, Alice, Roosevelt, Jr., Miss Eleanor B.
AlA.
H.
Mrs.
and
his
fiancee,
and he writes me that he is shipping ander,
and
Quentin
Archibald
exander,
foot
twelve
a
her by prepaid express
Miss I. S. Hagner, Mrs.
alligator. Think of it, man, a twelve Roosevelt,
Roosevelt's
secretary. Congressman
foot 'gator."
Candelario was asked if the 'gator Nicholas Longworth, who will meet
was not one of those twelve inch va- his wife, who is Colonel Roosevelt's
Mrs. W. Emlen
riety that love to paddle around in daughter; Mr. and
tubs of water in Louisiana and Flor- Roosevelt and George E. Roosevelt of
ida, catching flies and 'skeeters' and New York.
amusing the children for hours. "I
should suppose that is the kind of an- FIRST UNIT OF TIETON
PROJECT OPENED.
imal he would send, but he has written twelve foot and not twelve
Miles Long Will
inches." Mr. Candelario says he has Main Canal Twelve
Thirty-fivfor
Water
Supply
now
no doubt but that the alligator
Thousand Acres.
en route is alive and he does not know
just what kind of a greeting to extend
North Yakima, Wash., June 14.to the Louisiana visitor.
Eleven
thousand acres of land in the
Some time ago a twelve foot 'gator
Yakima valley, in central Washington
monster was exhibited in Baltimore,
the first unit of the federal
Md. In fact there were two of them composing
Tieton irrigation project
government's
and one of them died. Then the other on 35 000
was formally opened
acres,
refusgot homesick or sorrowful and
under the direction
at
a
celebration
ed nourishment finally dying too. It is of
North Yakima Commercial
the
alliquestionable whether or not an
Club on June 8. The main canal, built
gator would live long in this altitude of concrete, is 12 miles in length, the
and certain it is that if the youngster other work including six tunnels
or baby 'gator is expecting mosthrough solid rock 11,000 feet; seven
quitoes for a part of his diet he is main laterals and numerous branches.
going to give Mr. Candelario lots of The land, which was formerly leased
trouble to find them. "If I were only for five cents an acre a year, now has
living in El Paso, Texas," said Mr. an average value of $200 an acre and
Candelario, "I would have no trouble will be worth from $500 to $1,000 an
to provide the 'skeeter' bill of fare. acre wrien the apple and other fruit
And flies, my goodness there are trees come into full bearing. The
ty
of them there, too. I just got second unit of 9,000 acres will be
back from El Paso you know, and I
next spring, the third unit, cov-- i
also found a high temperature down ering 15,000 acres, to be ready in 1912.
there that would suit Mr. 'Gator to a The cost of the entire project is esti-- i
T. But I had scarcely-go- t
off the train mated at $3,000,000.
before health officials nabbed me and
asked me if I were vaccinated and
What Everybody Ought to Know.
then vaccinated me anyway and gave
That Foley Kidney Pills contain
me a certificate saying that 'the bearer Just the Ingredients necessary to tone,
had been properly vaccinated.' No, I strengthen and regulate the action of
would not send even my alligator the kidneys and bladder. Sold by
down to El Paso just now!"
Stripling Burrows Co.
7,

J. 0. BARNES, Aoent

1907.

Luciano Ortega, Trudhas
granted
Joseph W. Harrison, Fort Bayard,
granted original pension at rate of $30 increase in pension at rate of $20 per
month from April 25, 1910.
per month from March 1, 1910.
John Driscoll. Fort Bayard, granted
Henry G. Roth, Fort Bayard, granted increase in pension at rate of $24 original pension at rate of $30 per

n

THE WEST FOR THE WEST,
The Colorado Rational Life Assurance
Denver Colorado.

The Pioneer Life Insurance Co.,
of the Southwest
BER6ERE. Manager for New Mexico.

A. Ni
Santa

Catron Block.

Fe, N. M.

c. e.

ESTATE
hartleyNEWreal
MEXICO

d

j

CO

SPRINGER,

Offers irrigated landa in tracts of all 9ix.e3, raw lands,
under ditch, $40 00 to i 75.00 per acre, under cultivation
and highly improved, gtiO.OO to,S175.00 per acre. These are
ideal homes ready for you.

Dry Farming Lands, $5.00 to $20.00 per acre
RANCH KS,
LARGK
AN H

SMALL

We are prepared to locate settlers on rov- -eminent land. We have irrigation entermen are
prises, needing capital. Moneyed
:
:
;
us.

invited tocorrespond with

IF YOU NEED ANYTHING IN NEW MEXICO,

RANCHES.
LA RGB
ANI
SMALL.

LET US HEAR FROM YOU,

ROSWELL AUTO CO. ROSWELL NEW MEX
the U. S. mail and passengers between Vaughn, N. M., and
Roswell, N. M., connecting with the
El Paso & Southwestern and Rock Island Railroads and the Atchison,
Topeka & Santa Fe Railroad.
Leave Vaugihn at 8:30 a. m., arrive
in Roswell at 3:30 p. m.
Leave Roswell at 12:30 a. m arrhe
Carrying

the rate of $5.00 per hundred lbs.

Special automobiles furnished to accommodate any number of passengers
to make special connections with any
train at Vaughn, also to connect with
New Mexico Central Railroad at Torrance for Santa Fe, N, M., by communicating with Manager of the Roswell Auto Co., at Roswell, N. M., at
least 24 hours in advance. Rate for
in Vaughan at 6 p. in.
Baggage allowance of 50 lbs. to special $40.00 to accommodate four or
each regular ticket, excess baggage at fewer passengers to either point.

J. W. STOCKARD, manager

e

pl-n-

Company

Look Over Your Suit

IN FRONT OF OUR LIVERY

STABLE
you can nearly always see a rig getting ready to start out. We will send
one any distance, for any purpose, at
any time.
We Answer All Calls Promptly,
and will be glad to serve you in any
way in which a rig is required. One
unusual feature of our business is
taking invalids out for a drive at a
regular hour each day. We mention
it as an illustration of the many services we stand ready to render.

WILLIAMS
310 San Francisco

4 RISM
St. 'Phone 139 Red,

after we have Cleaned and Pressed it,
and it will remind you of when it first
came from the tailor's hands bright,
fresh and new. We press the garments back into their original perfect
shape, and take out every snot and
stain without the least injury to the
cloth. We also clean ladies' dresses
and skirts and cloaks.
Satisfaction
guaranteed.

Julius Muralter, Tailor
Cor. Palace and Washington

Avenues.
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The preacher who advocates that
Opponents of statehood, who base
should be the only cause for
ini'nieiity
on
the large percenttheir onposition
di ice is willing to put a premium on
age of
people in hilhieiity that would make it extremeXew Mt'xico should study the latest ly ;:i!iuing to some men and women.
bulletin of the census bureau which
reviews statistics bearing on foreign
PROFESSIONAL CARDS
'.icUr'n in the churches of
a nst
.:"'- -'
i h
1'iMi'd States. There are forty-fou- r
represented in the
languages
ATTORNEYS AT LAW'"3
churches of the United States. The
Catholics lead m the number of
PAUL A. F. V ALTER
ehiirches in which a foreign language
Attorney-at-Laonly is spoken, having 3,064,436 meni-- rs belonging to such churches. Min- Santa Fe,
New Mexico
nesota leads with 2,79:', organizations
using foreign languages in their Chas. F. Easley,
Chas. R. Easley.
churches. Xew Mexico has less than
Santa Fe.
Estancia.
as many foreign speaking
& EASLEY,
EASLEY
churches and stands eighteenth as to
Attorneys at Law.
the number of
church members, (he states preceding!
RENEHAN
DAVIES
in their order being: Minnesota, Wis- E. P. Davie
consin and Pennsylvania which have A. B. Renehan
Attorneys-at-Lamore than two thousand foreign!
New! Practice in the Supreme and Disspeaking churches;, Illinois,
trict Courts..- Min.ng and Land Law a
Dakota
North
Towa,
York,
Michigan,
and Ohio which have over a thousand; specialty. Office in Catron Block.
New Jlexico
of such organizations: South Dakota,. Santa Fe
Nebraska, Missouri, Texas, Kansas,
Indiana, California, and even Massa- E. C. ABBOTT
In other words, there are
chusetts.
Attorney-at-Laseventeen
commonwealths
having ' Practice in the District and Su
more people unable to speak English.
preme Courts.
Prompt and careful
It must be remembered also, that in
attention given to all business.
those seventeen commonwealths, the Santa
New Mexico
Fe,
foreign speaking people represent real
foreigners, not only alien in their lanCATRON & CATRON
guage but also in their birth, educa-- '
Attorneys xand Counsellors-at-Lation, thoughts and manner of living.
Office: Catron Block
Santa Fe,
New Mexico
Xot only is the Santa Fe system educating the dry farmer in New MexiG. W. PRICHARD
co, but. the Rock Island and the El
Paso and Southwestern rai'roads art
Attorney and Consellor-at-Ladoing likewise. Of the latter the El
Practice in all the District Courts
Paso Herald says;
and gives special attention to cases
"While the Santa Fe and other before the Territorial Supreme Court.
roads have been getting a lot of credit Office: Laughlin Blk Santa Fe, N. M.
for dry farm boosting, the El Paso &
Southwestern has been saying little,!
HOLT & SUTHERLAND
but doing as much as any of them.
Attorneys-at-La"H. .1. Simmons, general manager
of the road, has had two farm experts
Practice in the District Courts as
busy along his line for many months, well as before the Supreme Court of
They are Professor F. J. Alway of the the territory.
New Mexico
agricultural department of the univer- - Las Cruces.
sity of Nebraska, and Professor R S '
Trumbull of the same institution.
EDWARD C. WADE
These men travel over all me country
Attorney-at-LaSouth
lines
the
of
to
the
adjacent
Practices in the Supreme and Dis
western, make investigations of soil
and climatic conditions and give the tnct Courts of the Territory, in the
farniers the benefit of their advice as Probate Court and before the U
to growing crops and cultivating the j Surveyor General and U. S. Land
soil so as to hold the moisture and get Offices.
the best results."
Las Cruces
New Mexico

R.

J.

PALES.

L, A. EUGBES,

t

the Santa Fe

Po'-tofflc-

Daily, six months by mall

RATES OF SUBSCRIPTION.
Daily per week by carrier
75
Daily, per mouth, by carrier
65
Dailv. iier month, by mail
7.00
Daily, per year, by mail ..

Weekly, per year
Weekly, six months
Weekly,, per quarter

$3.75
2.00
.

.75

OFFICIAL PAPER OF SANTA FE COUNTY.

sent to
The New Mexican is the oldest new spaper in New Mexico. It is
)
c'rculatt
and growing
every postofflce in the Territory, and has a large
Southwest.
among the intelligent and progress ive people of the
3

UNION!

THE LAW OF COMPENSATION.
few excel1-- !
With the comparative
tions that prove the rule, every man
or woman jiets what is coining to linn
or her. There is a law of compensation in this lite that is difficult to follow in all of its ramifications, but that
is wonderfully accurate What a man
sows he shall reap is , true in the
mental and moral spheres just as
much as in the physical world. Often,
the argument is advanced, that it is
cruel to educate an entire people, to
lift them to higher planes of desire where dissatisfaction is apt to
overcome them. The beasts of the
field are pointed out as happy and satisfied and the ignorant and uncultured
as enjoying life more than those who
are refined and surfer pains that the
untutored do not know of. But there
difference between the
is a world-wid- e
enjoyment of a brute and the capacity
to enjoy of an educated person.
In his address at the Byrn Mawr
commencement President Taft discussed with eloquence and candor the
each
higher education of woman, whichwhom
member of the graduating class
he addressed is a living argument to
justify. Some years ago at Wellesley
the president of a prominent eastern
senuniversity created something of a
sation by saying that, in his view the
education of women had not progressed beyond the experimental stage, and
that it seemed to him that, theaseducaradition of any woman should be
as
man
a
of
that
cally different from

J

h

j

PUBLIC IMPROVEMENTS

MUST BE

MADE.

For several years now, the board of
county commissioners has not built a
single substantial bridge in the county. Not that bridges are not needed
but that the commissioners haven't
been doing what they should in this
The Delgado
particular instance.
street bridge should have been rebuilt live years ago; a handsome concrete structure over the Santa Fe at
that point is not only desirable but it
is a necessity. It is true, that the
county is financially in anything but
good condition, but the work of public
imptovement must be kept up both
in county and city. If it is not, both
fall behind other sections and tax pay
ers sutler in material prosperity is
well as in the enjoyment of those con- veniences and improvements that a
modern community has a right to demand. It is a dangerous fallacy to
maintain that. Santa Fe would be just
as well off financially if it spent to
the limit for permanent, improvements, as it is otherwise, but it seems
to be the truth nevertheless. The
debt of this county would not be one
whit less or the taxes a cent lower, if
previous boards of county commissioners had not built the modern county
jail, the three modern bridges across
the Santa Fe and made other improvements, or if the present board had not
rebuilt the present court house. .It
should not be, but it is a fact, that
unless public revenues are expended
tney
for nermanent improvements,
their respective natures. President are expended for something else
He
view.
this
to
Taft takes exception
which proves of no permanent benefit.
holds that wisdom is justified of her If the board of county commissioners
of
children at feminine institutions colwere to order at its July session, the.
case of
the
in
as
WILLIAM McKEAN
well
More than passing significance must
as
learning,
substantial bridge on
young building of a
on
Attorney-at-Lato
the
services
be
attached
Sunday
would
tax
leges for men. He finds that
the
pavers
dif- Delgado street,
on
which
steamer
board
and Land Law.
the
Mining
men and voting women are not so
be no worse off than they are today,
homeward, Taos
- dent Roosevelt
is
New Mexico
speeding
ferent that the precious traditions and
another
would
permahave
they
associations of college life, as well as nent improvement from which they Before an altar draped with American
the actual acquirement of learning, do would derive benefit ana enjoyment, 'flags, a Catholic priest held service
C. W. G. WARD
not mean as much to the woman in her
of bridges, the Kansas for twelve hundred Poles and RusSpeaking
Territorial
District Attorney
sians who expect to ue aiiiaigiuiiciieu For San Miguel and Mora Counties
after life as to the man. The college Citv Star savs:
next
in
equal
within the
training gives to the woman,
"Kansas farmers should be prepared with the Americans
iLas Vegas,
New Mexico
and true
come from Catholic
few
They
years.
degree, the just perspective
to
what
as
statement
annual
for
the
differto
autosense of value, the ability
has happened to the tin bridges. The homes and were reared under
W. A. FLEMING JONES
governments.
entiate between the superficialities county surveyors are just now pre-- , cratic
Bonds and Investments
idea
true
who addressed them and
and the substance, and the
paring the facts preparatory to mak-- ' Roosevelt
U. S. Commissioner for the Third
the
not
in
does
the
were
education
words
by
whose
a
interpreted
liberal
of
ine the usual report on this feature
Judicial District of New Mexico.
o
ci. nriesr. represented 10 lueui iue niui-i,i
last analvsis admit of sex distinction.
,.km
'
'
Eastern and local bank references.
President's
free
the
of
of
imnersonation
inan
iiieal
the
...
burden
!..
,
The
cto
ness i mil iiKjiii v
.ituauo
New Mexico
is the thesis and
is ias inices
it
and
Mawr
dom
at
and
Bryn
opportunity
equal
speech
Bridges.'
to
the
about
education
crowded
brings
no
wonder
that
they
that the college
"Of course the mud roads have been
R. W. WITTMAN
him to kiss his hands. To vast mil woman as well as to the man the pos- washed out and made worse than
they
Draftsman
.still iZ
Hons, the United
sibility of intellectual and philosophloss
1903.
But
the
since
have
been
,.a uiC 1WUIU8 uu Ule
rvM
Ot
ical enjoyment in life that is incon;uiu
land
""UU,UB11
nicj
opportunity,
worse
.
through bad roads being made
in the U. S. Surveyor General's Office
ceivable to those who rest content is difficult to estimate. The loss of ing hither, not only to be Americanon Santa Fe,
New Mexico
with the sensuous and physical satis- tin h,.iric,
is Ttm so hard ized but also to leave their impress
The
and
its
nation
this
factions that are not enduring.
people.
are
tin
to
because
bridges
estimate,
JOHN K. STAUFFER
educated woman can be certain of
paid for at so much per bridge. TwenThe most sensible thing that Uncle
Notary Public
"An old age serene and bright
ty of them were washed down the: Sam has as
is
Indian
the
for
done
Office
with
the New Mexican Print-tyet
alone
And lovely as a Lapland night."
streams of "Wyandotte county
supply him with agricultural instru-- ! mg Company.
Her mind has been trained to pursuits this week and the farniers can easily
ments and to compel him to dig for ai Santa Fe,
- - ' New Mexico
and idealistic interests that make her arrive at the per capita share of the
to
should
be
next
exThe
step
living.
of
whirl
fnoney wasted in their construction
independent of the wild
passes
the county records of the cut him lose from the leading strings;
travagant social diversion that woman
of his paternalistic caretaker and to
educated
for amusement. The
past few years. The life, of a tin
let him shift for himself. He'll make
will not consider it the foremost or the bridge is only a matter of a few years
good just in the same proportion that
be
to
so
months
existence
a
few
usually of only
necessary aim of her
a foreigner landing in Castle Garden
man
married. If she does not meet the
(that, the investigation will not) rewithout
money or influence is apt to
,
will
as-she
to
research
deal
of
who satisfies her aspirations,
quire a great
In fact, there is less reamake
Whit-tier'- s
good.
excertain, in dollars and cents, the
be content to remain even as
son for coddling the Pueblo Indian,
the
for
so
to
act
cost
beautifully
county
Wyandotte
sister, of whom he
for instance with his vast estates of
temporary structures.
said:
land and stock, than there is for sub"Those twenty bridges can be re- sidizing the immigrant from Russia or
"All improfaned she held apart
placed with stone' or concrete struc- Italy, for the Pueblo is in much betThe virgin fancies of her heart."
As President Caroline Hazard of tures that will not have to be rebuilt. ter position to help himself than is
material the untutored
Wellesley has expressed the thought, To construct them of such
foreigner in a strange
she will be content to have children of would require hut little more expense land.
the spirit. But should the college wo- than to rebuild the tin bridges.structuresIn
man decide to marry, there are the the long run the permanent
The' outbreak of crime all over the
would cost much less.
of congenial
on last Sunday, is an indicahappiest possibilities
country
"What rule of logic, or what business tion that a
companionship with the man who has
day of rest does not agree
reasons prevail to suggest any
similarly made the best use of his
some
Employers of labor
with
people.
of
educational opportunities and privi other policy to the commissioners
noticed that a holiday dehave
long
of
over- Wyandotte county, or
any county moralizes their force and Blue .Monleges. President Tatt does not.
rate "the higher sense of companion- in Kansas, than to build enduring day has become proverbial. That is
Do You Want a Crate?
inbridges in the places of the temporary not an
ship that is made possible by the
argument against a day of rest
washed
away
been
have
affairs
that
of
association
Leave your order with
tellectual sympathy, and
every seven but against the sub- ideas between two thoroughly educat- this year?"
us this week.
version of the original idea which has
ed people." Therein, assuredly, lies a
the rest into something else,
turned
eduColorado last year imported from and that has substituted uasetiall
principal advantage of the higher
cation for the woman as well as for the outside $32,616,140 of agricultural game sport and frantic seeking after
The longer you wait, the
the man.
lei what gome ,,e01)ie think is pleasure,
produce for home consumption,
more chance you take,
of
Colorado, is an immense producer
for tne qlljet joys that ought, to
is
An aged Saint Louis resident has
itself.
It
that you will pay more
In
consequence,'
products
acterize Sunday.
willed $3,000,000 to the Rankin School quite certain that New Mexico sends there are more headaches Monday
money, as prices will
of Mechanical Trades. Now, if some out yearly $20,000,000 for stuff it could nl0rnjn!, than there are Saturday
soon advance.
such thought should come to some
at home. It has the free land Jternoon.
New Mexico resident, on the fertile soil and the home markets
behalf of Saint Michael's College, or to make scientific farming successful! The flight of Charles K. Hamilton
Strawberries,
some Santa Fe capitalist in respect to and the day is coming when it will '
in a
from New York
Raspberries,
the need of a manual training school raise all it needs and considerable for yesterday
to Philadelphia in less than two
Loganberries,
in this city, there would be more sat- export. The wonder is that this day, hours,
brings the fact of aerial niivi-diand
Blackberries.
isfaction all around, including the
not arrive long ago.
gation nearer practicability than ever
Fresh Vegetables
donor, than from any other honors or
before. Edwin Gould has just offered
Daily.
enjoyment tliat the money could buy
Governor Haskell was in a hurry a prize of $15,000 for the first aero-tin the markets of the world. As to
move the capital of Oklahoma from plane that will have a duplex motor
the fame, such deed would bring, it Guthrie to Oklahoma City, but no one and duplex steering gear so that if
would be more lasting than political is
out
disposed to blame him, for his days one machine or one rudder
honors or a granite monument in the in Guthrie were strenuous ones and in of order that another set gets
can be
cemetery.
the larger crowds of Oklahoma City it brought into operation. It seems now
but a matter or mechanical skill and
is easier for him to lose himselt.
offers a three
Editor Mullane
study to bring airships into practical
months' subscription to every person
Frank Dibert, called hence by death, utility. With men flying like birds
& COMPANY
in Carlsbad who brings in a name not should always be remembered as the there does not seem much in the line
on the census returns for that beau- man who planted the first fruit trees of locomotion for man to conquer or
tiful city. This is combining faith in the Estancia valley, That is fame to desire, lest it be a visit to the
moon or to Mars.
with patriotism.
enough for any man.
i
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OF SA'JTA FE.
The Oldest Banking Institution in
Mew f?exicQ. Established in 1870
Capital Stock
Surplus and Undivided Profits

,f,..!.,

THE

HOTEL
WILLIAM VAUGHN pROP,

of the Best Hotels in the West

One

Cuisine and
Table Service
SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO
P-

ifSfF53

V

-"

JT-!--

wvpr

AMERICAN AND
EUROPEAN PLAN

f

-

J. E. LACOME
Proprietor
Commodious

Sample Fooni

Long Distance telephone Station.

Steam Heated: Electric
Lighted, Every Room

FIRST CLASS CAPE
IN CONNECTION

a Good One,

FrtESS THE BUTTON WK

,

-

j

WASHINGTON AVENUE

HOTEL

j

....

Large Sample
Room for Commercial Travelers

Unexcelled

i

,4,; .i

$150,000
80.000

transacts a general banking; business in ali Us branches.
Loans money on the most favorable terms on ail kinds of
personal and collateral security. Buys and seiSs bonds and
stocks in ail markets for its customers.
Buys and sdls
domestic and foreign exchange and nsakes telegraphic transfer
of money to all parts of the civilized world on as liberal terms
s as are given by any mo.iey transimting agency pusmc or
3
private, interest a!loved on tims deposits at the rate of three
per cent per annum, on six months' or years' time. Liberal
advances made on consignments of livestock and products.
c The bank executes al! orders of its
patrons la the banking line,
c and ainis to extend to tnem as liberal treatment in all respects,
cj
as is consistent with safety and the principles f soimd bank-- 2
ing. Safety deposit boxes for real. The patronage of the
p nublic is respecfuily solicited.

i

-

a

1

j

u.

Assistant Cashier.

b

one-sixt-

LAVH.V

BEAD, Cashier.

FRARK McKAKE,

1

Entered as Second Class Matter

J. B.

President,

14, 1910.

DO THK KEST.

1

We Are
How

;

Serving

o

&. Oo,

GROCERS

BERRIES FOR

PRESERVING

PULL COURSE MEALS PROM NOON ON.
'If yon drop in at 5 o'clocx you can get a hot
snpper ready to eat and yon will not have to

wait.

Our Increasing patronage is the
best proof that we merit yours.

HERRKRA
THE HOTEL CORONADO G.LUPEProprietor

M

KATES

$1.00 A DAY

AND UP

ALL MODERN CONVENIENCES

r egg's Peerless Hole
EUROPEAN PLAN

SANTA PE, NEW MEXICO

The only first class Hotel in Santa Fe, with hotand cold water in
every room, and with bath on every floor the finest & best OAFE in
the Oity in connection with Hotel. First class service guaranteed.
Nice sample room on first floor, Special attention given to
traveling
Give lis a trial if you want first class service,
men,
Corner of Water St.
and Don Gas par Ave.

WM. GREGG

NAVAJO, CHIMAYO

Pp.

and BALLETA

al

well-to-d-

THE ORIGINAL OLD CURIO STORE
301-30- 3

o

San Francisco St.
Open Until 8. p. m.

d

o

j

H.S.KAUNE
PHONE 26

THESE PRICES TALK
CBIMAYO PILLO WTO PS, 50c each
NATURAL WOOL
WAR CLUBS

TOMTOMS

BOWS and ARROWS
NAVAJO BLANKETS

C A N D E LA R I O

75c
25c
30c

.

"
I5c "
65c per pound ana up

The Curio Man.

At the Sign of the Old Cart.

X
TUESDAY, JUNE

-

14,-

1910.

THE SANTA FE NEW MKXICA.N, SANTA

PAlf TfoUIl BILL WO
A CHECK. THEN You
HAVE A CHECK ON

iff

i

nrnprnm
rui-Junri-

MrbiTinii
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Mrs. Arthur Selijnnan will not be at
horiif tomorrow.
F. M. Specht. a Traveling man from
D nver, is in Hit- city.
Philip Drake an insurance man oi
j
Denver, i.s at tin- - i'alace.
Mr. and Mrs. C. V. Lumpkin of
in the city.;
Oklahoma, are sight
Mrs. A. T. Hays ;im! A. M. Hays. vis--- ,
itors from the Dul.e (,'iiv, are at the;

'

Ft,

mm an?

fishik' tm.

;!

se

'

tlr

:

-

j

Palace.

1".

I

'

k

'

V

will need sotre '
rl
tackle, and a few ether
r..iu:
supplies. We've got em all, everything
jir i.rxr."lhat vnn npprl. Just call at our r tore: T.d
talk to OUR MAN WHO KcOWS, he will be glad to
tell you the best bait,' the right flies, and anything else
you wish to know.

If you are,

J

19-

1

(..

-

well

kn:vn meat

Wcu.-;- ,

is

-

ct-n-- T

j

R. S. Herbert, the
salesman from L:ts
Palace.

-

'VI;:'

at the.

'

Mr. and Mrs. P. Juneof Globe.1
Ariz., are sihiseers
registered at
.': r...s
COME i y AND GET AC
Greta's he' el.
A INTFD WITH HIM,
Assistati! I'. S. District Attorney S.
1!
Davis, jr., of Las Veuas, is a visitor:
IT WILL HE TO. YOUR
in tile capiial today.
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Mrs. A. 11. Travis of Si. Joseph, Mo.,
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.summer.
Dr. A. L. Casr.er made the trip to;
Those who have never had a bank account know not the convenience of
one. Each check you .write is a REC E1PT: you know jus.t how much you jEspanola, Rio Arriba county, yester-- j
Our Line is all new and complete in every
are spending; you've always "got' m oiiey," and you can' t lose it nor be May on his motor cycle in two hours..
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complete,
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Eastern Railway Coni-- I
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larvt
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Taos, Taos county.
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A. H. Cox of the Blind Institute at
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THAT A MAN SHOULD ALWAYS
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for Divorce.
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free
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OTHER GRADES OF EQUAL VALUE
it can be absolutely relied upon aid's"
and part of her husband's $10,000
The daintiest of she might marry John.
here
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and
builders,
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"Free me so John can marry me,"
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Telephone Red 35 and have I
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your orders delivered
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Bills Bros. Monumental Co.
OF DENVER

ALL GRADKS OK MARBLE it GHANJTK
MEMORIALS AT REASONABLE PRICES
125

Palace Ave.
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The following are suggested to the thirsty as something
coi ana invitinjf
GINGER ALE, WILD CHERRY, LEMON SODA, IRON BREW,
ROOT
KLONDIKE FIZZ, COCO COLA,
TAULE i.iSJe:RAL WATERS.

SAMTA FE BOTTLSEaQ
All drinks made from filtered water.

IfVORKS.

HEWRY KRICK,
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CLARENDON
GARDEN
R, V. BOYLKSMgr.

PANSY

DESIGNS.

3

CLAREJBON

1

Proprietor

POULTRY

PLANTS NOW.

CUT FLOWERS, WEDDING
BOUQUETS, and FUNERAL

YARDS

ARE SELLING
KKES

H

OVT!

LAI li EGfiS

day
Pure bred barred Plymouth Rooks nnd (White WyandotUs. Chickens
tire yarned in the orchard under the trees and fed on clean wliciesoine food
only. No chance of Tuberculosis germs nor Ptomaine poisoniir t
EGGS FOR HATCHING.

f

ervic

DAY
ii

WIRE UP THOSE DARK PLACES

w

Agents Cleaner? andWash Tub? Call them in OpCtatlOJl
Santa Fe Water

AND

Light Company

t

j
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Potter, Illinois; C. C. Lemert, Ohio;
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LINIMENT FOR EXTERNAL USE.

qualities of Mother's Friend is
the future health of the inothe.. It is a
liniment to be applied externally to the hody, the use of
which lubricates the muscles and tendons, softens the glands
and ducts, prevents lunps forming in the breists, and relieves the pain, nervousness, nausea, and other troubles from which so many expectant mothers suffer.
When Mother's Friend is used regularjy it iits and prepares the system for an
easy and natural consummation of the term. Women who massage with this
great liniment are always saved much suffering when baby comes, and recover
more quickly, and without ill effects. Mother's Friend is sold at drug stores.
Write for our fre book for expectant mothers.
One of the most valuable

that it
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BILL GATES
ON WAY TO

ass 3

ssi

The committee was appointed at the
annual convention of the association
in Colorado Springs last fall.
SWIFTWATER

M'

4

T. B. Love Texas; B. F. Krause, Maryland; T. W. Henry, Mississippi.
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Takes His Fourth Wife to View San
George Kryder, Napoleon, C.
Vicente Group of Silver Claims
Pleasant,
Palatable, Potent, Taste Goor".
in South America.
Do Good. Never
or
Sicken, Wtaken
Gripe.
Never soli in bulk. The genuine tablet stamped C C C. Guaranteed to
cure or your money back.
9 "f
J0c,23c, 50e.
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Bollins'hain, Wash.,
Swiftwater Bill" Gates of Spokane,
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promises
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end of the year, not taking into acWhat a Summer Cold May Do.
The said tests of solvency proposed
A summer cold if neglected, is just count the thousands of laborers that
SWEEPING REFORMS
the insurance commissioners bids as apt to develop into bronchitis or will come to the country to harvest
by
ADVOCATED
BY GOVERNOR.
fair lo bring about sweeping changes pneumonia as at any other season. Do the crop next fall.
From Santa Fe to El Paso, Bisbee,
and reforms, as less than half the not neglect it. Take Foley's Honey
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Washington's
Douglas, and all Points in New
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steady. Muttons $4,731(6.40; lambs J
strength in his excesses, and now be- wg1 and a gasoline engine, especially
$S(a 9.60; fed wethers anil yearlings 'J
Scared Into Sound Health.
gan to grow weary, while Timura,
.f reinforced by a reservoir, will take
tew western ewes
111.,
B. F. Kelley, Springfield,
$4.75
Mr.
'The Good,' came forth rested and re-- ,
artean
and
Qf g
acreage,
5.75.
to
I
be
"A
writes:
to
ago
began
year
and
freshed
sougnt
ove.powei
sian well will put him high and dry
Chicago, 111., June 14. Cattle Renog- above all adversity in things material. troubled with my kidneys and bladder,
I became ceipts, 4,000; market, slow. Beeves
worse
which
until
grew
"Even in his failing strength Chi- - j Eyery Qne Qf th(?ge
famera
noog was stubborn and for weeks the conW foHow iteraly tne advise t0 alarmed at my condition. I suffered $5.708.70; Texas steers $6.30(57.25;
fight continued, each day, however, dwpU under tliejr Qwn yjne and flg also with dull heavy headaches and western steers $5.50 (a 7.70; stockers
seeing Timura gain. The wild winds trpe Moreover they C0l)ld add the the action of my bladder was annoy- and feeders $4,001 0.45; cows and
Kid- heifers
calves
?6.50
$2.80 (ft. 7.00;
retreated to the far north. The clouds
.f thpy had a mlnd to not tQ ing and painful. I read of Foley
rolled away, and the sun shone forth mentjon the date palm the ovange, ney Pills and after taking them a few $S.S5.
weeks the headaches left me, the
in renewed splendor. Completely over-- 1 ime and lemon
Hogs
Receipts, 13,000; market,
come for the time, the evil god fell j Buf not ony southwe t Texas would action of my bladder was again strong to 5 cents higher. Light $9.25
9.50; mixed $9.25(ft'9.50; heavy $9.15
back to his northern seat, rumbling as
beneflted bv tnis Throughout the normal, and I was free of all distress."
9.50; pigs $9.00 (t 9.40; bulk of sales
he went, but too weak to do further in- Jn Ch,cag0 and at other Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
$9.35 a 9.45.
cujury.
be
would
points
frigid
TEACHERS AT INSTITUTE
"And when the sunshine had con- - cubers
Receipts 4,000; market,
Sheep
juicy artichokes
OBSERVE FLAG DAY. weak. Western $3.75(6.10; yearlings
tinued for many days the remains of '
;omalne
ftve cents
saad
the people and animals took heart!
$6.507.50; western lambs $0.509.
strawberries would be on
ana came out. un me mi.smes dim eyery breakfa8t table in the iand, and
(Cominnnicr.tGd.)
;
in the valleys the plants took on new
of Nature's Re
At 10 o'clock tiie institute took a r The Conservation
and onion frjends would
,aljb
il!
me ana pui on a veraam m.e.
sources.
s
cess for
of an hour, in
la(.k thelr favorite tid-bitrees snot out leaves ana tne penume
Applies as well to our physical state
order to take up the flag day proof blossoms filled the warm air. All the ITALIAN GOVERNMENT
gram, which had been arranged for as to material things. C. J. Budlong,
world was happy, for the good times
BUYS COTTON DIRECT. the occasion.
The first number was Washington, R. I., realized his condiof Deo had returned.
a song "Columbia" by the institute. tion, and took warning before it was '(- "The blossoms passed; fruit came;
Houston, Texas, June 14. To avoid Next was an essay, entitled "The Ban- too late. He says: "I suffered severe- 4
1
be
the
disease
the young man married; the young the nnvment of middlemen's nrofit. the ner Betsy Made"
from
trouble,
kidney
was ably preanimal paired; and again all was life iItaiian" government has for a number sented by Miss Delia Darrah. She ing nereaitary m our iamuy. i nave
ana uammieoo. uuuu nuiun vv..v 0j years uougun ine cotton usea in was followed by Miss Hazel Sanford, taken four bottles of Foley's Kidney
himself to repair the damage wrought tne manufacture of its army uniforms, who recited "The Uniting of the Remedv. and now consider myself 4i,
mil
by Chinoog, and the people, in honor directly from Texas ginners and buy- Palms and Pines." The next number thoroughly cured. This should be a i?
of him, called the time of the beautiful ers. This year's contract of 1,010 was a song, "The Battle Cry of Free- warning to all not to neglect taKing jo
weather Timura, and the bleak, freez- bales has been awarded to March dom," by the institute. This was fol- Foley's Kidnev Remedy until it is too
'
l.
ing weather they called Chinoog, after Brothers, and R. N. Smith of San lowed by a recitation, "The Declara- late. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
4
the
to
the evil god.
tion of Independence," which was well
Angelo. The staple is shipped
"So the months sped, and again the royal mills at Rome and Naples.
NOTICE.
delivered by Charles Gooch. The next
1
number was an address, entitled Territory of New Mexico, County of
misgivings assailed Timura, for he
Tell some deserving Rheumatic suf- "New Mexico and the Flag," delivered
realized that even as he had rested
Santa Fe, ss:
).
No. C604.
and waxed strong while Chinoog ferer, that there is yet one simple way by Hon. A. L. Morrison, which proved
In the District Court of the First W
stormed, so now Chinoog had rested to certain relief. Get Dr. Shoop's most interesting and was heartily re'
and prepared himself for another as- book on Rheumatism and a free trial ceived by all present, who regarded it .Tnr1iial rietvirl- nf tlio Tprvitnrv nf Ji
sault. And again his forebodings came test. This book will make it entirely as a rare treat. He was followed by
true, for Chinoog, after first sending a clear how Rheumatic pains are quickly Rev. Gavina Rendon, who made a few County of Santa Fe.
Ity
killed by Dr. Shoop's Rheumatic Rem- very interesting remarks, touching upCharles A. Siringo, plaintiff, vs. W. It
light frost as a warning, came roaring
down from the north with, all the in- edy liquid or tablets. Send no money. on the occasion.
TUie last number P. Cox and C. C. Rushing, and the un- n
flictions he had contrived during the The test is free. Surprisa some dis- was the institute's favorite song ' New known claimants of interests in the
CATRON
M. W. TRAVIS
heartened sufferer by first getting for Mexico."
long Timura-time- .
premises hereinafter described, adBLOCK
All present saluted and gave three verse to the plaintiff, "and the un"As before, Timura opposed him to him the book from Dr. Shoop, Racine,
Propt
cheers for the flag and New Mexico. known claimants of Interests in the
'it
the besf of his ability; again he was Wis. Sold by Stripling Burrows Co.
1
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The Spot Cash Store.
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STRAWBERRIES

V.

Will-Soea-

i

Fresh -- very cUy. picked rip shipped on ict, lire
flavor 15c. Erything tre mfiiktt tfforcs il ve

Ml

F. ANDREWS

fimhA.

in at 5:30 p. m. Workmen were put to Albuquerque
was generally observed
As the result of a free- , work
dec-for-al- l
,
was
hotel
the
The
Palace
The
sana
rebuilding
bridge.
scrap in the wnir of the Arcade
with flags and from a number passenger train from this city left at saloon at Albuquerque, it 3:30 o'clock
!oru-"'of .ridings and private residences- 12:30 o'clock this afternoon instead of yesterday afternoon, 'Frank Ina, a
(Continued From Page Two.)
Japanese cook, is not expected to live
;()id Glory was displayed in eomniem- at 10:15 a. m.
A small purse
FOI'-NMar-- and T. R. Bignell and Wilbert Harmon
containing oa: iai of the day. Special exercises. Marriage Licenses Issued
Santa Fe firemen, are in jail
held in the high school by the ariage licenses were issued at Albu-jtwOwner v.i
a rin'--; and a little- change.
Ernest W. j charged with assault with intent to
can have same by calling at this office tea
attending the institute. The querqne yesterday to
and paying lor tins ad.
prom am as announced yesterua, was l'hralls and tannie Gilbert, botli ot mh. ina had-botjaws fractured in
ana
')itt
wasn
ear-iBelen; and to Roger J. Gatin of Ros-- ; the fight and a'so sustained serious in
ciccinc
see.ine
rub
Stop
Funeral The fun- - well and Nellie AI. Donohue of Albu- ternal injuries, which caused him to
s. Montoya's
S. F. Water & Light
operation.
lose a great quantity of blood. From
Montoya will tpierque.
Co.
;eim rn Mrs. Roberta
;
morn-all
S
the information obtainable Ely Gor-e- t,
tomorrow
o'clock
at
In
district
Eiks'
in
the
Theater
Divorce
Granted
the
tonight tak. piace
Stop
a Santa Fe fireman, and Ina, who
court at Albuquerque yesterday a di- ami see ilie t rimming of Paradise ing ii 'Jin the home of her father-in-- ;
conducts
a small saloon became inServices
D.
t
street.
Fria
it:?
Feliciana
to
vorce
Was granted
Agna
will then be heid in Guadalupe church gella from ner ilusband, Siliaco Sena. volved in a quarrel about 3 o'clock
Board of Trade Meeting Tonight
Tlie regular meeting of the Board of am; imennent will lie made in Fair- The decree was entered on the yesterday afternoon.
meterv.
We clean your house thoroughly
Trade will be held this evening at 8 viev
grounds of habitual drunkenness.
inauguration Thirteen Years Ago j j d
o'clock at The offices of the Santa Fe
at Albu without removing anything, with exLindsey
Water and Light Company.
Today. thirteen years ago, Governor querque Judge Ben B Lindsey, fath- - perienced men who understand the
Rich
for
exclusive
Otno was inaugurated governor of er of the juvenile criminal court of business, for the small price of one
and
Sole
agents
mond Electric Suction Cleaner. S. F. this territory, uie wemociais lu"""
Dtnver has been tendered an invita-Wate- r dollar an hour. S. F. Water & Light
& Light Co.
over to the Republicans who have so t,on to'Bpeak in Albuquerque.
Judge Co.
Garrison at Albuquerque W. E. successfully administered the affairs
accent the invitation as
Body of Saloonkeeper Found After
Garrison, president of the College of of :i. territory since then, uoveinoi
as p0S8,Wei bnt can as yet SPt Seven Years That the finding of the
Agriculture, was in Albuquerque and: Cm ro
no definite date for Iris appearance body of a man buried in a shallow
lectured hist night on educational1 Saloonkeeper Robbed Thieves
his tinie being taken up for a grave near San Antonito in Tijeras
teired the residence of J. H. Staniora number of weeks ahead with lectures canon, by a party of goat herders sev
school.
tonics at the Central
nigh
.
..
.... ..
r. t
iae K'kit. m,,..
Kictures at tne tiKS .'Mit .1..
i''i"iniu. x. Hi,, nil or.
eral days ago, clears up the mystery
Vaudeville ana n.
1ip east
on
West
15
1!)
and
Marquette avenue, bun-- :
cents.
which has for seven years hung over
que.
tonight. Prices
The
atten.
Tornorrow
ja Sae
members
of day night, and rilled the house, taking
Lodge Meeting All
Qf readera'of the Xew Mexican the strange disappearance of George
Sania Fe Lodge Xo. 259, Fraternal wi it hem such valuables as tney;is calUi(1 tQ the advertisement teUlng Oliver a well known saloonkeeper of
I'nion of America, are requested to; could find. The burglars were ver Qf & s ,cia, sae announced by the this city, is firmly believed by Judge
,
W. C. Heacock and other well known
meet at d:.ju tonigiu ai uie uiuce
Cash store tor tomorrow.
1 Spot
R. L. Baca to attend in a body to pay up the mattresses of the beds, expect-o1tl1 persons of Albuquerque who were well
"a- ine roo-- i
g to rind monev in them,
with Oliver and who partitheir last respect to Mrs. Maggie G.
s
to the change of ad in today
issue acquainted
, v was
to the police.
acin
reported
most
search for him, dead or
of
the
one
was
the
who
cipated
Montoya,
Remember it's a change
of his disappearance.
the
time
at
alive,
tive members of the lodge.
someCompany in which they offer
theatre
Elks'
at
tonight,
the
the
that
The
fact
gram
body was found near
Do away with "Blue Monday" and j
for the
in vaudeville and pictures. Be- thing of particular interest
San Antonio, and that it was enclosed
have your washing done by electricity. both
Electric
irons, broilers, in a suit of underclothes similar to
side the vaudeville the following pic- women:
S. F. Water & Light Co.
suction
In the Great washing machines, electrie
shown:
tures
be
will
Oliver on the night Jie
that worn
labor saving house- wandered by
Hopper and Hopper, the vaudeville
other
and
cleaners
Canadian
of
A
Whitcomb
the
from
Story
Northwest,
away
a
at
the
large crowd
artists, pleased
hold necessities.
Little
strong-1- ;
indicates
Mary
in
The
Bride,
1003,
Wood,
Navajo
July,
Srpings
Entire
Elks' theatre last night.
Any one using brooms can afford
and her Doll and The Trimming of
jthat the body, when endowed with
change tonight.
Phone us life, was none other than George
Electric Suction Cleaner.
Paradise Gulch.
Don't, For Your Own Pleasure,
call and
will
our
and
representative
Munz George
Death of George
miss reading the advertisement on
& Light Co.
F.
S.
Water
explain.
two
the
38
for
past
Munz,
years old,
page eight of this issue about the baseMere Tax Suits Filed Four suits,
a resident of Albuquerque, died
TO AND FROM ROSWELL.
ball excursion which will be run Sun- years
afternoon at his home on asking judgment against residents of
yesterday
Santo
day, the IStth, from Las Vegas
avenue, following a Sandoval county for sums aggregating
Connection made with Automobile
ta Fe. Free conveyances, music and West Marquette Mr.
Munz came to Al- $3,500, were filed by District Attorney line at Vaughn for Roswell, daily.
illness.
lengthy
beto
a game you cannot afford
miss,
from Omaha, Neb. De- G. S. Klock yesterday afternoon. Automobile leaves Vaughn for Rostween the Salmon Grays and Las buquerque survived
ceased is
by a wife who was Judgment is asked against Manuela A. well at 8:30 a. m. and arrives at RosVegas.
present when death came, and two DeDuran for $132.58; against Santos well at 3:30 p. m. Automobile leaves
If your house needs cleaning phone brothers who live in Oneida, N. Y.
Ortiz for $187.55; against Jesus S. Roswell for Vaughan at 12:30 a. m.
us and we will do the rest. S. F. WaGarcia for $2,422.40, and against Pre- - amJ arrives at Vaughn at 6 p. m. The
A woodD. & R. G. Bridge Burned
ter & Light Co.
ciliano Ortiz for $119.05. In two of fare between Santa Fe and Torrance
on
en bridge beyond Jacona station
Don't Fail to See the Xavajo Bride the Denver & Rio Grande was found the cases.it is alleged the defendants is $5.80 and between Torrance and
with vaudeville at the Elks' tonight. burned yesterday when freight train have failed to pay taxes since 1905.
Roswell $10. Reserve seats on auto- in
at
mobile by wire. J. W. Stockard.
Fight
Today is Flag Day Today is (lag 427 from Denver reached that point
Japanese Fatally Injured

nor City Topics

1

da wrappers from i.ur Oaiijres
B'ruit
st.a
cent
up and wrapper to CU ir'oia
Growers Exchange. Chicago Hi., aid feet a a:ce
Silver Pia ed Orange Spoon.
Save

14, 1910.

o

GROCERY AND BAKERY
ORANGES

TUESDAY, JUNE
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LACES
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EMBR0IPEB1ES

c.Tp

have just received our new Stock of this
SPRUNG and SUMMER 1910 Embroideries and Laces which will be SPECIAL SALE
during this month only. All new patterns and
designs.

Ae

GO

EUGENIO ROMERO

i

LUMBER

ft

&

1

r

,

.PLEASE CALL AND EXAMINE TH HIM

ADOLF SELIGMAN DRY GOODS

ui:ui.v.

COAL YARD

j

Lump, nut and
mine run coal

Lumber and all kinds
of building material.

STREET, NEAR
MEXICO CENTRAL DEPOT.

Y X.RD ON HjCKOX

NEW

Phone Red 100

Red Phone 100

&

TOMS P. DELGAD0

I

Mgr.

imsmassmmmssss
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BASE BALL EXCURSION

unday
June

m
FIRST CLASS
IfiE

SATISFACTION
i

ASSURED

ins? thkodorb
rrT?irif hapi
1.QRRIOK Prop
ao,vi uinu
--

v

For Hire at
Popular Prices

Buggies and Saddle Horses

GAME CALLED AT 280
AT SNTA PE BASE BALLPARK
Admission

35 Cents.

People conveyed FREE OF CHARGE TO and FROM the
Grounds in Br otijd, Explore &nd Talley Ho First
trip being made at 1 o'clock from Plaaa.
Grand Stand 15 Cents.
SANTA FE BAND WILL FURNISH MUSIC
-

r

I

Our Toggery Department is full of cool
wearables for these hot, swellteringdays.
Every man that is introduced to our
sort of Haberdashery always keeps up
the friendship. - - - - - -

5

COOL STRAW HATS in all the latest
styles, Panamas and Leghorns' Some
snappy fancy band numbers for swell
young men who want the thing. - COOL NEGLIGEE SHIRTS in many

handsome patterns.
'

i

h

V.,

r l
it

'

rtf

i

Summer.

All sizes.

CHOICE HOSIERY, and young men,
who appreciate Smart Hosiery for their
Oxfords, can find what they want here.
Guaranteed Hosiery.

The Store

Santa Fe,

of Quality

New Mexico.

;f
fa

Snappy!

UNION UNDERWEAR man will find
underwear here that will fill his minds
eye. Mercerized and Elastic knit for

e can't begin to tell you of ine exclusive and
rich Summer Toggery, we are now showing

'

4'

i

Snisxt!

BEAUTIES IN NECKWEAR.
You
find here, Sir, neckwear of refinement
that is so different from the ordinary.

L

